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Discussion 


The discussion this week will help you evaluate the reliability of information and evidence. Completing the reading assignment for this unit will allow you to more effectively and productively engage in the discussion. After posting your response, please remember to review and respond to the posts of your classmates.

Reliability of Websites (1 of 2)
Pick a website you commonly visit and describe it. Are you confident you know who the author is? How reliable is the information on the website? Would you consider the information on Wikipedia to be reliable?

WebMD.com  Edward Jackson   6/25/2011 9:45:05 AM 
 
My site of choice is http://www.webmd.com.  I spent about 9 years working in Healthcare IT, and this site was used by doctors and nurses more than any other medical site out there on the World Wide Web.  It’s basically a site that houses tens of thousands of medical articles that have been written and uploaded by doctors and the founders of the webmd site.  I am confident that the information there is as accurate as possible; human lives can literally depend on this information.  100% of the articles have authors and are reviewed and edited by other doctors.  I use this site to research ailments and other healthcare questions I may have.
Wikipedia can be accurate, but can also have misinformation, as the editor of any article can be a layman without any credentials.  I would not use Wikipedia for any type of academic reference. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net

RE: reliable website  Edward Jackson   6/25/2011 10:30:14 AM 
 
This is a great post!  I went to that site, it contained a lot of information.  I really liked how many videos they had. The articles were dated and have authors.  It looks like this website would be a good place to find reliable information.
-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net

RE: Main Post  Edward Jackson   6/25/2011 2:43:51 PM 
It's interesting you mention dictionary.com, I use it all the time.  I find the definitions valid, and they also have references cited to their sources, along with other searching capabilities like the thesaurus.  I would definitely say the information there is reliable.
-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net


Library Research (2 of 2)
What are some factors that we should consider when assessing the reliability of source materials? List two peer-reviewed journals that you might use in your final project. You can locate peer-reviewed journals by using the search function in Kaplan Librarys Academic Search Premier: http://libsys.uah.edu.kaplan.uah.edu/kaplan/earticles.html" http://libsys.uah.edu.kaplan.uah.edu/kaplan/earticles.html



I would consider many factors when confirming the reliability of any information.  For example, does the material have a credible author or come from a trustworthy source?  Are the articles dated?  Does the author use proper references where required?

Poverty  Edward Jackson   6/26/2011 5:33:35 PM 
 
I would consider many factors when confirming the reliability of any information.  For example, does the material have a credible author or come from a trustworthy source?  Are the articles dated?  Does the author use proper references where required?

My two peer-reviewed journals are Kaplan Library Journals on poverty http://web.ebscohost.com.lib.kaplan.edu/ehost/results?sid=7150db84-3a27-4119-9340-490d05a6626d%40sessionmgr110&vid=2&hid=107&bquery=(DE+%22Poverty%22)&bdata=JmRiPXB6aCZ0eXBlPTAmc2l0ZT1laG9zdC1saXZl and http://www.census.gov - http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/poverty.html.

-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net" http://eddiejackson.net



RE: main post reliability of source materials.  Edward Jackson   6/26/2011 5:51:15 PM 
 
If the article is easy to get to, the links work, and the information can be verified, these things combined would make the information more reliable.  I also like your articles as they also seem to come from credible sources.  I, myself, am gearing up for the final...I'm thinking about writing on the rising Poverty in America.  It seems to be this secret that no one is talking about.

-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net" http://eddiejackson.net


RE: Initial Post  Edward Jackson   6/26/2011 6:02:29 PM  

Each item you listed is definitely a way to verify the reliability of information, especially when referencing material in an academic paper.  I really try sticking to books as much as possible, except of course when an online source would be better.  I've been in IT for the past 17+ years, you would think I would love using online material over books; it's just the opposite with me.  I find the paper medium to be more trustworthy, containing a higher concentration of knowledge.  Of course, I also expect that to change within the next ten years as more and more of our knowledge gets digitized.

-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net" http://eddiejackson.net



 

 


 








